The above instructions, involving object movement and logical decision making, are formed into a sequence of statements that describe one or more rorctes through the process. As the mode1 runs, the objects will be seen to move about the overlay.
The impression is that you are looking down from the rafters and viewing the motion of materials through your process.
INTERACTION
The model, however, will be simulating many times faster than the real process. You can slow it down, freeze the action, or single-step it to observe fleeting events. The overlay image can be panned, and with PCModel/GAF it can be zoomed to view more detail, or to see the whole process at once. Also, all data in reverse image fields can be changed from the keyboard.
Thus you can single out an object by changing its ID to a unique character.
It then becomes quite easy to monitor its flow through the model.
The paging keys can be used to display entries not currently on the screen.
The entries are ordered by time of next scheduled move (event).
If an entry's next move time is less than the current clock, it means that the object is blocked. The reversed character field at the far left of the screen (not visible in the figure above) is used to indicate the split between entries that are blocked and entries waiting for their time delays to elapse.
The FIRST-MOl'S field holds the clock time of when the object started into the simulation. This is a user changeabIe parameter with the system name OBJ%ST.
The ROUTE column indicates the relative offset into the internal routing code for the current instruction controlling the movement of the object. It can be of help in debugging you application. The LlNK column shows the current nesting level of any calls to Links. The screen also displays for each job the number of objects released into the active model, the count of objects still in the active mode1 (WIP). and the count of objects completed.
It also displays the simulated time of the release of the first objects from each job, as well as the time the last object was completed. 
